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For ewo rd

In its third year of publica tion, The South Campus Script
continue s to encourag e excellen ce in writing among TCJC students
by recogniz ing the superio r products of our student s. In this
third edition , we have presente d your work in three categor ies:
non-fic tion, fiction, and poetry. We feel that the selectio ns
for these categor ies are some of the best writing produced by
our student s.
Please accept my congrat ulations on having your work selected
for inclusio n in The South Campus Script. The competi tion for
selectio n this year was keen. You are to be commended for having
your writing selected from so many fine entries. We, the
Commun ications Departm ent, wish to thank all students for their
interes t and efforts.
I, as Chairman of the Departm ent of Commun ications, wish to
thank you for submitti ng your work for evaluati on. Because writing
is a skill which must be develope d through diligen t effort, you
have taken another step forward in pursuit of excellen ce.
Special thanks go to the dedicate d committ ee who collecte d,
read, and edited the student writings submitte d to The South Campus
Script. In addition , I want to thank the judges who worked diligen tly
to make their selectio ns. Mr. Robert Davis, Chairma n, of the SCS
Committ ee, deserves special commend ation for his organiz ation of
the entire project . His dedicati on and persiste nce have resulted
in an improved magazin e.
"A World of Thanks" is due to Ms. Tammi Price and Ms. Reva Sias
who assisted with typing. Thanks to Mr. Hugo Nu~ , a South Campus
student, whose sketches appear in illustra tion of the writing selectio ns.
Sincere ly,

~
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Dr. Suzanne Clepper
Chairma n, Departm ent of
Commun ications
TCJC South Campus
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Monday
i shudder and sweat

The Only Sensation

in
my own little corner

•

i know

.~···
II..

i shouldn't weep

I

so loud

~"...

My father was a fish
non-emotion in the purest sense.
Icy blood through silky veins
then filtered in a marbled brain.

daddy has slammed down
another shotglass
now
he's searching for

Disturbing future,

a

belt

murky past,
his brain wasn't coaxed by things like this.

i shouldn't ponder

..-----

1

This fish means only purity.

about

He can't survive on memories

growing up too fast

or on the dark realities.
daddy

Emotionally insipid
he surges on through cloudy liquid.

has done it once

Starvation

daddy

Conception

will do it again

Survival is the only sensation.
--Stephanie Weatherford

but daddy
when will it stop
-- Steven R. Bailey
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In between sets at the Bluebird Club
he sat with his legs crossed.

My Wednesday

I

Evenings with None

The music was loud
(I think it was the Doors);
I t shook the house violently.

No type of expression, not really any
t ype of character,
He sat with his tee shirt

II....
..~···

.."'•.
I

I

,,

(black) .
Thin streams of smoke poured out
his mouth and nose
flowing intertwined to the ceiling.

THE CAREFUL WAY TO CLEAN EARS
Nancy Sommerman

His coppe r hair fell in his eyes
(b lue , I believe),
And dangling from his ear
was something I hadn ' t noticed before,
a very small, silver peace symbol.
--Michelle L. Aleman
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Daily bombardment of semi-useful information sets the mind
a-spin. The compulsive reader dutifully skims every word becoming
highly susceptible to the ailment known as "info-glut."
For example, instructions for the use of Q-tips are stated
on its container:
Hold swab firmly and use a soft touch. Stroke swab gently
around the outer surfaces of the ear, without entering
the ear canal.
Might a waxen-eared consumer• have known this without instruction?
Did he purchase the packet on the whim hoping to discover a use
for cotton swabs? Nonsense.
Bits and pieces of superfluous print abound.
Behold the hand lotion container, "shake well with cap on."
Leave the cap on to shake . That would never have occurred to
the luckless owner of chapped, split and dry hands . By following
directions, one's supply of lotion not only lasts longer; one
can avoid mysterious grease spots on the ceiling.
The band-aid wrapper advises; "remove the protective covering
from strip and apply . " Any fool knows they stick better when unwrapped.
Check the shampoo label; "Wet hair. Lather gently. Rinse
thoroughly ." Who would ever think t o rinse ? One of ten sees
non-readers walking around with a mess of lather on their heads.
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Printed trivia is not limited to the medicine cabinet.
The automobile dashboard features eight or more gauges, some
of which convey information that the driver could live without.
The computerized read-out is an electronic marvel which checks
six of the auto's systems and is designed to flash red on malfunction .
Zipping along at 65 m.p.h., warning light flashes; jockey to slow
lane; drive onto shoulder and stop . One discovers that the windshield
washer fluid is low. There's only four hundred and twenty-eight
squirts left. Whew! An emergency waylaid. That was a close one.
Relax a minute. Smoke a cigarette. Glaring from the Bic
lighter package: "Hold out from face to light." Darn! Another
amusement ruined. I always enjoy shoving it up one nostril before
I light it.
Stop at Wendy's for a snack and to rest the eyes. Not a chance!
The placemat features eating instructions - short essays on
"How to Build a Burrito" and "The Well-dressed Salad."
The printed word serves to instruct, educate and edify. By
paying attention to all print, a reader can learn important things:
That spiral notebooks instruct one on the tearing out of pages;
that matchbooks say, "close cover before striking." The attentive
consumer is overwhelmed: "open sides first"; "break seal and lift";
"this side up"; "line forms here"; and, of course, the all time
favorite, "use other door".
Instructions, directions, orders, advice - the words buzz
around one's head like gnats on a summer's eve. Where will it end?
Relief, at last? Here sits the coffee maker with only one
switch and two words: "On" and "Off". Even this is one word
too many.
Escape is impossible.
"Be all you can be - READ"
The pitiful compulsive reader finds himself afflicted with
a chronic case of "info-glut."
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OF FLYING COWS AND COCKTAILS
Arch H. Gibson
Watching a large tumbleweed scurry like a lost tourist across the
desolate boulevard, I am reminded of Paris. There is no love like a man's
love for excitement, and there is no excitement like that which can be
aroused by tumbleweed. The American Southwest, however unenchanting at
first glance, is parallel to the City of, Light in endlessly delightful
and colorful ways.
After returning from an extended trip to Paris, I was delighted to
find many of the nuances that make European life so notorious coexisting
with the local color in the Bible Belt. Fortunately most of these subtleties
which could be viewed as decadent go unnoticed, which is the only hope
for their survival. For instance, at 2:01 a.m. locating a cocktail in
Dallas is as likely as finding a flying cow; but one can gorge oneself
on Texas barbecue twenty-four hours a day. Never mind that I have gained
twenty-three pounds from 4 a.m. barbecue binges since returning and am
now in high risk of heart disease. It is all part of the excitement .
I don't worry about getting a ticket while driving home impaired by a
case of indigestion that would bloat Mother Turns. There is no law
against barbecue abuse, which probably explains the lack of effective
public transit. There is no need .
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This can, however, make getting to that cute European coffee shop
across town a little tedious. Whenever friends are in search of a cup
of coffee that doubles as a cultural experience, I direct them to the
nearest 7-11. What could be more Parisienne? There is one open twentyfour hours a day o~every corner, and they serve the best damn cup of
cafe au lait in town. It is a serve -yourself establishment, making
communication problems infrequent; but clerks are often multilingual
just in case. This coffee mecca is a sure place to find all of my
friends and neighbor s hanging out, buying beer, smoking cigarettes,
reading magazines few can afford, and comparing prices on cat litter.
That is just the beginning. After-parties are sure to ensue; and since
I always know what is being served, I can be selective.
Occasionally I am not up for the feverish socializing at the corner
market and prefer a leisurely stroll through a desert village or
dusty plains. Monuments and artifacts are never lacking for my viewing
pleasure. Subsequently, I often cross many county lines without realizing
how expensive cab fare is to get home. While hunting for arrowheads and
wild mushrooms in secluded pastures, the view of the endless grazing
land from the back of a longhorn steer is nothing less than intoxicating.
The Southwest has long been inspirational to philosophers and artists
of all mediums. It is no doubt a world leader in oil-related technology
and advanced animal husbandry. As for it being an exciting place to live,
people who live in open-air houses shouldn't throw cow dung.

THE DAILY CHALLENGE
Kevin E. Koop
·Every weekday morning I go through a grueling ritual which involves
parking my car on campus . Upon arrival to the campus each morning, I
am confronted with the task of finding a parking place as close as
possible to my classrooms so that I have to walk only a short way with
the massive load of books that are tucked under my arm. Because of my
load, with each step I seem to be sinking further and further into the
ground under the weight of my higher education. As you know, parking
is a commodity on any campus; and TCJC is no exception. When I turn into
the lot I start with the first row of parking spaces and wind my way
.
' search for that mag~cal
closest
up and down the aisles on my desperate
slot. As I keep retreating farther and farther away from the buildings,
suddenly there is the roar of an engine starting in the next row of alwaysfull parking spaces. I stomp on the accelerator and send my car racing
toward the sound of an "opening" space . But when I get there, someone
faster and more alert (probably due to that extra cup of coffee they've
already had this morning) has snatched the opportunity out from under
my study-weary body. As I anxiously glance at my watch, I see that time
is running out on my challenge: and I must concede victory once again
to the campus parking lot. With this in mind, I take a direct route to
the last aisle of the lot, where no one ever seems to park , and begin
my seemingly endless trek to class, which is by now only a distant speck
on the horizon.
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VEGETABLES, DOORS AND RELIGION
Brent Taylor Robinson ·
For almost a decade, it seemed, I was stuck in a 2'X6' wall
mirror with a varied assortment of other stickers from record
albums dating back to that classic recording year of 1971. While
I maintained my position in the metropolitan foreground of that
glass on a wall of my father's house, the background changed more
often as I grew older. The walls behind me modified from a pale
white to a light olive green to a champion baby blue. The curtains
on the window that faced the monolithic Catholic church behind
my father's house changed according to the artistic wishes of
my mother - indeed the interior decorator in my family. The single
bed in that room, which I used for dreaming, sleeping, reading
and more dreaming, changed a couple of times, but could always
be seen in that glass on the wall. If the door (leading to the
rest of the house and its occasional domestic challenges) was
open, I would become just half a sticker, living in half a reflection,
half a dream. I kept it closed most of those ten years.
I would look out that window many times and wonder if I was
changing as the orange and grapefruit trees, that lay in uneven
rows throughout the churchyard, changed. It was disheartening
to know the fruit they bore was never officially harvested. The
church, with its huge white concrete cross, just happened to be
erected in the middle of a citrus grove. And gradually, without
the proper caring a profitable citrus grove needed throughout
the Florida winters, the ornamental trees became barren. Where
once a thousand trees grew, maybe twenty were left scattered about
the dead and dying wood. Finally, after providing for the neighborhood
and a few church-going families, the rest of the grove was cleared.

There loomed the church and its accompanying private school . Red
bricks and windows three stories high. It always appeared farther
away . Now without trees to protect it, Catholicism lurked as
close as one hundred yards . l kept that door closed also .
Religion never played a big part in ' my life or my family's.
I remember going to a Methodist House of Worship when I was five or
s i x · 1 t wasn't every Sunday at a planned time like the Catholic
partisans behind our house. It was more sporadic, and whenever
everyone was ready, we went. I really didn't catch the full impact
of the sermons, though. I was too amazed at the marvelous architecture
of the old mission-like church. It had the highest ceiling I
had ever had the pleasure to sit under. Most mornings, the pastor's
words sailed from his pulpit over the heads of the congregation,
echoing up into the rafters of what seemed to be the tallest building
on Earth. The stained windows on each side of the house were
more sp,ectacular inside-l ooking-out. I was disappointed I never
got the chance to actually touch them. I never found out the
reason for the cancellation of our Sunday outings. One Sunday ,
we just . . . didn't show up. It became a recurring experience
though, and so somewhere in the early years I was taken off the
God-fearing path.
A number of my early friends feared and respected the Almighty.
Not by their own choice, of course . I'm sure their parents had
a hand in getting this idea across. Along with this deep religious
sanction, goes the pursuit of doing good . Not to be the best
or stand out - just to do good . Live right. No television after
9 p.m. Vegetables. Lots of vegetables.

Tommy Shultz, God bless him, was a strange and restricted
Eight-year-old Tommy wasn't any different than eighteenye~r-old Tommy.
Straight bangs across his forehead with high military
w~1tewalls, sporting thick black-rimmed spectacles forever.
Cab Shultz,
h1s father, tolerated nothing less than total obedience. When
th~ sun disappeared over the grove , Tommy was in for the night.
Wh1le I and the rest of the neighborhood kids were stretching our
day ~nt~ the da:kness, T~mmy would have already bathed and, probably,
be s1tt1ng at h1s father s dinner table forcing down that last
fork-full of spinacl1 . Vegetables. I can't remember ever seeing
him or his family after dark. Maybe they changed after twilight.
Maybe they became incestuous, drug-ingesting, " sitcom"-watching
atheists. Then again, maybe they didn't.
I can honestly say, the lack of theology and vegetables has
not retracted any insight to the external world I might have gained
in opening those doors that were so accessible in those formative
years.
I adjusted.
lad.
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RESURRECTION
E. Lynn Ande r son
For a year I have been c l ean and sober and exper iencing a very diff e rent life from the hell I put myself t hr ough in the yea r s of my add i ctions. I infli ct ed many i nj uries and wrongs on my body and my mind
through my abusiv e us e of mi nd and mood al t er ing chemi cals . My obsession
wi th a lcohol and spe ed near l y des troyed me .
The destruction t o my body wa s the mos t discer nible. Long mont hs of
mainlining speed left me r es embl ing a livin g s ke l e t on : cheeks deeply
hollowed, vertebrae sharply o ut l ined, ribs j utting out. My eyes looked
as dea d and empty as I felt. The s peed was taking its to ll on my t ee th
a s well; pieces of them per iodica lly crumbled in my mou~h. My sen se
of smell wa s deadened from sniffing tha t white crys tall1ne powder,
as was my sense of taste. The a lcohol caused physica l damage a l so .
Always fearing they knew my se cr e t, I went to c ountless doc t ors.who r an
countle ss tests trying to de t ermine the c ause of my mys terious ~llnes s.
From the intense pains in my s t omach, and the blood I would vomi t , I
thought I was dying. I was .
I wa s also going insane. Alcoho l and drugs d i d we ird thi ngs t o the
workings of my mind. Strange peo ple in big whit e ca r s fo llowed me a r ound
everywhere I went. The pa ranoia was unbeara ble. Even when I came down
of f the speed, it became impos sibl e t o slee p f or f ear thes e people were
l ooking in my window or hiding in my closet. Out of exhaustion I would
fina lly sleep only t o be pe rsecuted by nev er-ending n i ghtmare s . Ghos ts
and spirits stayed with me when I awoke. The terrified scream in my hea d
went on for at least a yea r, nev er sil ent. It t ook me a while t o r eali ze
it wa s my own voice, crying o ut in des pe ration.
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There were no answers for my cries. I had lost all hope for any. I
fe lt so hollow inside, filled only with darkness and confusion , fear
and pain. There at my lowest point, in a pathetic attempt to end the
pain, I cut my wrists with a razor blade . As I watched my blood cover
my clothes and drip down to the carpet , !·panicked . It didn't hurt ;
wasn' t i t supposed to hurt to die? In my panic I stopped , berating myself for failing even dying, just as I failed everything.
That was a year and a half ago. Finding life meaningless and much
too painful , I thought death was my only option . In my final surrender,
I won . Today I am alive, living life abundantly, to its very fullest .
Today I opt for life.
Today I wear skimpy halter tops even when the weather's cool , and
t here are no signs of needle tracks or bruises. My ribs still show ,
but I gained twenty pounds the first month after I quit shooting speed .
In May of this year , I had my teeth fixed. I was so thrilled with my
new smil~ I cried right there in the dentist ' s office. Food tastes good
today , and roses never smelled so intoxicating. Amazingly, the pains
in my stomach ceased within three months after I quit drinking •
Today I still wonder if those people and cars really followed me
around . It seemed so real , but no one has followed me anywhe r e for
about a year . I leave my curtains open sometimes, and I even turn the
ligh t out when I go to bed at night , without thinking twice about it .
My ghos t s haven ' t visited me in about six months, and I wonder if they
too were real or not. The scream in my head is now mercifully silent.
I t hank my God for that often. For six months after I quit using and
drinki ng , depression and suicidal thoughts were a big problem , but
they too have disappeared. I know not where or exactly why. I credit
i~ t o my Higher Power also.
My life today is full of wonder and new beginnings . Last summer ' s
fres h and,bleeding cuts on my wrists a r e now fading--only a remi nder
of a t ime and way of life I do not wish to return to . I have discovered
the s imp l e and awesome pleasures of living. There are colors I neve r
knew exi s t ed in the sunset , thousands of t hi ngs I ache t o do. And once
aga i n t here is a little girl with shini ng eyes , tangled blond hair, and
a voi ce so swee t it br ings t ear s t o my eyes, who cal l s me "Mommy . "
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A tremendous amount of work and dedication is required for
a good composer to construct his ideas. For a modern rock musician,
however, it does not take long to write parts for the other four
or five instruments in his band after creating a basic melody.
Each part in quite repetitive and simple. But when writing a
symphony, a composer has generally one- hundred instruments to
write for and thus has more of an opportunity to display his genius.
Sometimes, a section of a work consists of three or four melodies
being played simultaneously. It is amazing how such a complex
system of arrangements can fall together so perfectly .
I must admit, sometimes I do like to hear a good beat on
the drums with a steady bass rhythm and a guitar or two playing
above it all. I have a few Led Zeppelin albums of my own. But
there are times when I need to listen to a true masterpiece created
by a g~od heart and arranged by an ingenious mind . I still believe
that music is an art--a way of expressing oneself. And if someone
should ask me if I know Peter Tchaikovsky, my response will be,
"I have not seen him around, but I know him personally."

•

ANDANTE CANTABILE
Kevin Goold
A soft sound of violins gently covers the ears of the audience,
and a peaceful feeling fills the hearts of all who listen. Then
the delicate tone of a french horn sings out a tender melody, an
outcry from the pensive composer. A clarinet enters in, creating
a harmony above the horn with a song of its own . Quietly the
theme comes to a close to be taken up again by the violins with
the horn sounding faintly in the background. After listening
to this, I feel like I have just shared a warm, intimate moment
with its creator. Inspirations such as this are the reasons why
I love classical music.
All of the great composers had one distinct characteristic
that many popular musicians of today do not have. Music was their
life, not their career. While the primary objective of musicians
today is to write something that will sell, writers of the classical
world were creating masterpieces. They considered music to be
an art. Some wrote great works before they were even ten years
old. I doubt that child prodigies such as Mozart or Beethoven
were writing to get rich.
Every piece of classical music is an expression of emotion
whether it is about the characters of an opera, the people of
a country, or the composer himself. This is why it contains the
widest range of feeling in all of the styles of music . Like rock,
it can be powerful as in Tchaikovsky's "1812 Overture," whose
magnificent theme is accompanied by cannons and fireworks. Yet
it can also be soft and relaxing as in Pachelbel's "Canon in D"
and Dvorak's "going home" theme. Finally, Prokofiev provided
a wonderful example of playful and entertaining music in "Peter
and the Wolf."

-13-
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WILDERNESS LESSONS
Carrie McCoy

THE WINNER
OF THE 1987-88 MERIT AWARD FOR ESSAYS
IS
CAROLYN D. McCOY

William Faulkner's tale "The Bear" is the story of a young
boy's experiences in the wilderness. At the age of ten, after
hearing endless stories of a great old bear who has eluded all
hunters, he gets his own chance to hunt the bear. His relationships
and experiences with all of the characters and animals in the
'story contribute not only to his successful search for the bear
but, also, to the knowledge he needs to attain his growth to manhood.
Sam Fathers, the small dog, and the bear symbolize some of the
most important lessons he must learn.
Sam, the son of a Negro slave and an Indian chief, in his
role as the boy's mentor symbolizes the wisdom and insight the
boy needs to conquer his fears and achieve his goals . He tells
the boy:
Be scared, Sam said. You. can't help that. But don't
be afraid. Nothing in the woods going to hurt you unless
you corner it, or it smells that you are afraid . A bear
or a deer, too, has got to be scared of a coward the same
as a brave man has got to be. (54)
With this advice Sam helps the boy to realize that he must meet
the wise old bear on his own ground if he is to understand him
and gain his respect. He does " • . . as Sam had schooled him" (55)
and is rewarded by his encounter with the bear. When later the
boy again meets the bear - this time with a gun in his hands and doesn't shoot him, Sam says, "'This time you couldn't have
missed him'" (58). The boy replies, "'Neither could you!' • . .
You had the gun! Neither did you!"' (58) . The understanding
implied in this exchange shows the insight that the boy has gained.
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The fyce (the small dog) symbolizes the boy's growth in courage
and bravery. When " . • . he returned alone . • . he had the dog" (57)
a nd was ready for his final confrontation with the bear. The
little dog's headlong rush at the bear makes the boy forget everything
but his concern for its safety. Both are " • . . possessing that
bravery which had long since stopped being courage and had become
foolhardiness" (57). In making the decision to save the dog,
and thereby passing up the chance to shoot the bear, the boy learns
of his own capacity for bravery and compassion.
The bear symbolizes the entire spectrum of the boy's growth
to manhood. All of the events and relationships in the story
revolve around the boy's involvement with the bear. It is the
catalyst for all of the lessons learned. Before he meets the
bear, "He seemed to see it entire with a child's complete divination
. • . a phantom, epitome and apotheosis of the old wild life • . " (48).
Following Sam's advice the boy is able to ca tch a glimpse of the
bear when he is eleven. During the next three years he comes
to know the woods and the animals as well as, and even better
than, Sam Fathers does. He learns his lessons well and his efforts
culminate in his final encounter with the bear. It is a kind
of graduation and, as the story states, " . . . the old male bear
itself, . • • was his alma mater" (56). The boy's goal has · been
achieved; he has faced his bear and his own manhood. The respect
he has acquired for the bear also encompasses a compassion that
helps him to realize that the bear, and liberty that it represents,
should live on.
In all cultures the rites of manhood, in whatever way they
are observed, are of great importance and help a young man to
understand the conventions of the society of which he is a part.
In the boy's world a knowledge and understanding of the wilderness
are significant symbols of this tradition. Sam Fathers, the mentor,
with his wisdom; the little dog with his bravery; and the great
and indomitable old bear all play important roles in the boy's
quest to acquire the qualities that will benefit him as a man.
He comes to understand the wilderness and the animals that live
in it; he learns wisdom, bravery, pride, and compassion; and most
of all he learns:
Truth doesn't change. Truth is one thing. It covers
all things which touch the heart - honor and pride and
pity and justice and courage and love. (59)

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Faulkner, William. "The Bear." Introduction to literature, 8th ed.
Ed. Sylvan Barnet, Morton Berman, and William Burto. Boston, Mass.:
Little, Brown & Company, 1985. 47-60
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WHAT IF THE ENDING WERE CHANGED?
J. David Wall
Facing death has been and always will be a hard, cold fact.
Whether facing death by gun or disease, choosing to live always
outweighs death. My grandfather used to say, "No matter how bad
1ife is, it's better than the alternative." Flannery O'Conner
•
us t he scenes f rom II A Good Man Is Hard To Find" from a very
g1ves
distant point of view. She uses no blood and guts. Instead, death
is simple and plain . O'Conner's ending best fits her writing style,
but can you imagine if she let the mother escape or stand up to
a violent death?
"John Wesley caught hold of his father's hand and Bobby Lee
followed." O'Conner sets the stage for death's walk. She does
this in a very slow , even style. The characters talk to each other.
as they leave the crash site headed for the woods. "I'll be back
in a minute, Mamma, wait on me!" Bailey Boy says. Then, she yells
after him, "Bailey Boy!" Death follows only a few paragraphs later
with a few simple lines . "There was a pistol shot from the woods,
Then silence. The old lady's head
~allowed closely by another.
Jerked around. She could hear the wind move through the tree tops
like a long satisfied insuck of breath. 'Bailey Boy!' she called."
Flannery O'Conner sets the stage for Bailey Boy's wife in much
the same way. "There was a piercing scream from the woods, followed
closely by a pistol report." A few lines later we have the death
of the daughter and baby. "There were two more pistol reports
and the grandmother raised her head like an old turkey hen crying
.for water and called, 1 Bailey Boy, Bailey Boy! 1 " In all cases,
death comes with an absence of blood and gore.
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After the car crash, what if the author had substituted a
daring getaway for Bailey Boy's wife? Bobby Lee shoves the little
girl into the mud. He does not realize her mother had told her,
"When I scream, you run as fast as you can and do not look back.
Tell the first person you find where we are and what happened."
Hiram jerks the mother up by her arm. "You better start walking."
Hiram kicks her in the back. She falls to the ground wondering
if she will live or die. Entering the woods, Bailey Boy's wife
notices a wild plum thicket a few yards down the muddy path. Pretending
to fall, she lets out a horrible scream. As Hiram bends to help
her, she kicks him in the groin and rakes his eyes with her nails.
11
"My eyes, my eyes, help me Bobby Lee, Hiram cries. Bobby Lee
rushes to aid his friend. He does not see the limb coming toward
his head. 11 Run Baby!" Bailey Boy's wife cries to the little girl
as she sends the limb crashing into Bobby Lee's head. She runs
as fast as she can into the Georgia woods and never looks back.
What if the author had chosen to end the story in the following
way? The hot, humid air makes each breath difficult. Bailey Boy's
wife knows she will soon face death, but even worse, she will have
to face the bodies of her dead husband and son. Her mind fills
with horrid visions of what might happen. The sound of her daughter's
screams bring her back into reality. Looking down, she sees the
horribly disfigured face of her husband. Bobby Lee pushs her and
sends her staggering forward. As she stumbles, Bobby Lee pulls
out his Smith and Wesson and fires a shot straight at her knee.
Bailey Boy's wife sees her own leg explode before her eyes and
feels the pain of the bullet. In the same instant as the force
of the bullet slams her down on the ground, Bobby Lee shoots her
in the back. The bullet shatters he spine. The little girl screams

when she sees the blood flowing from her mother's body. She tries
to run, but it is too late. Hiram fires three quick shots. The
first shot to the back and two to the head. The first one kills
the child, and the others are purely for the devil madness of killing.
We have considered two alternate endings to the story. Which
style did you like? Perhaps one makes you feel sick to your stomach.
Flannery O'Conner's style hides you from the blood, but not from
the death. Why does she choose this style? Maybe she is staying
within the confines of the style of a fine Southern lady who does
not write of blood and guts, or maybe there is a hidden message
in her style. REading fiction plays with our minds. It pushes
us to think, wonder and explore the possibiliti es .
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SYMBOLISM IN WILLIAM FAULKNER'S STORY "THE BEAR"
Will Henry Ingram, Jr.
The story of "The Bear" is set in a wilderness "area almost
a hundred miles deep 11 (47). Within this wilderness area lived
"the tremendous bear with one trap-ruined foot, which had earned
itself a name, a definite designation like a living man" (47).
The boy's first hunt, and subsequent hunts for this bear, will
teach the boy about humility and pride, courage and honor, and
liberty and freedom.
Fathers, the embodiment of humility
The boy's teacher is Sam
11
and pride. The boy said, He wished to learn humility and pride
in order to become skillful and worthy in the woods ••• " (59). These
two qualities (humility and pride) seem to be in conflict with
each other, pride being the opposite of humility. The author
gives the reader an illustratio n that shows that the two qualities
can go together: "There was an old man, son of a Negro slave
and an Indian king, inheritor on the one side of the long chronicle
of a people who had learned humility through suffering, and pride
through the endurance which survived the suffering and injustice,
on the other side" ••• (59). The boy needed humility to be aware
that he could be in harmony with the wilderness and the creatures
therein. He needed pride to make him aware that the wilderness
and the bear are natural resources that should be preserved for
future generations to appreciate and enjoy. In addition, the
boy needed to learn other qualities in his quest for the bear.
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It was several days into the hunt when bravery is first mentioned
to the boy by Sam Fathers: "'Just like a man,' Sam said. 'Just
like folks. Put off as long as she could having to be brave,
knowing all the time that sooner of later she would have to be
brave to keep on living with herself, and knowing all the time
beforehand what wps going to happen to her when she done it'"(SO).
These are powerful words. The message is clear: to be brave
is to be honorable, to feel good about one's self, to be worthy
of the liberty and freedom one enjoys. Mr. Faulkner vividly points
out what he thinks about cowardice as Sam again speaks to the
boy: "'Be scared,' Sam said. 'You can't help that. But don't
be afraid' "(54). There is a subtle distinction between being scared
and being afraid. To be scared is to be temporarily startled;
to be afraid is to be continually filled with fear. To be courageous
in the wilderness, Mr. Faulkner suggests that one must learn to
depend on his own ingenuity; he must rid himself of "lifeless
mechanicals"(55) in the bear's territory and "relinquish completely
to it"(55). The boy must meet the bear on the bear's own terms.
When he does, the bear appears to him and the bear is not afraid.
The boy finds the bear-the symbol of liberty and freedomand finds in himself courage. Mr. Faulkner shows the reader in
the conclusion of "The Bear," that it takes time for a person
to become competent at whatever s~ill he or she is aspiring to.
The quest for good and decent qualities in life requires diligence
and perseverance. The young mind has to be molded and shaped
into traditional values--courage, honor, humility, pride--and
taught the value of liberty and freedom. These are values that
often are purchased with blood and lives. This part of the story
also demonstrates that life's goals are attainable with proper
preparation and application of one's ability. Mr.Faulkner brings
this story to a climax with a tremendous impact. The boy has
been taught by Sam Fathers throughtout the story and at the end
has learned to depend on himself--on his own skills. However,
his mettle has not been tested in the face of danger--in the heat
of the fire. The following is a description of the boy's skills
in the woods: " .•. he had become as competent in the woods as many
grown men with the same experience;\ by his fourteenth year he
was a better woodsman than most grown men with more. There was
no territory with thirty miles of camp that he did not know--bayou,
ridge, brake, landmark, tree and path"(56). With his fyce, he
finds the bear and corners it. He risks his life to save the
fyce. The bear, in admiration of these two brave beings, decides
not to harm them. Courage has nothing to do with size, but it
comes from the heart.
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SCHOOL PROJECT
Rick Smith
As a reporter for the Turnerville News, Bill Russell gets most of
his leads for stories either from tips called in by concerned citizens
or as a result of routine checks around town. This story grew out of
a routine check, but Bill never wrote it in the paper.
He had been up late the night before because his thirteen-year-old
son had been skateboarding in the driveway at home and had taken a bad
knock on his head when he fell off attempting to jump a home-made
ramp. His son had gotten hurt about ten p.m. and it was almost one in
the morning before they got back from the hospital emergency room.
After an early morning interview at City Hall one thing led to another
until he found it was almost ten p.m. again and he was down at the police
station making his daily check with Chief Thornbuckle's secretary when
she got a call for the Chief.
She paged Thornbuckle on the intercom and told him Elizabeth Strickland, a high school math teacher, was on the phone and wan ted to talk
to him about the missing teenagers. Thornbuckle took the call.
Over the past two years about fifteen high school kids had been reported missing, but nobody made a big deal about it because they were
mostly misfits and were considered runaways. Bill didn't think much
about the call.
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Thornbuckle came out of his office only a few seconds after taking
the call. When Bill asked him if anything was up, he took the time to
sit on the edge of his secretary's desk and tell Bill he was just go ing
home to get a bite to eat. Then Thornbuckle asked Bill how his family
was doing and listened with interest as Bill told him about his kid
getting hurt on the skateboard, getting x-rayed at the hospital and the
six stitches it took to close up the gash on his forehead. Thornbuckle
said he was glad the kid didn't get hurt worse, then got up saying he
had to meet his wife and would see Bill later.
Bill is a good reporter and the reason why, his editor always tells
him, is that he i~ so curious. Thornbuckle had never been friendly to
Bill before, and that got Bill's curiosity stirred up. Bill told Thornbuckle's secretary he had to go to the men's r oom and would be right
back. Instead, he slipped out the ba ck door just in time to see Thornbuckle turn north on Main Street. Then Bill was cert a in something was
up; Thornbuckle lives south of the station.
Jumping into his car, which he ca lled his Dirty Dodge, Bill followed
Thornbuckle. What could ol' lady Strickland have to say about the missin g
teenagers? Why would she call Thornbuckle? If they were all runaways,
what could he do?
Bill realized they were headed for the high school, and s oon Thornbuckle pulled into the football stadium parking lot. Bill pulled around
the corner and watched as Thornbuckle walked through the dimly lit lot
to the far end of the stands.
Grabbing his notebook, Bill ran to the back o f the stands and stepped
between the columns supporting the seats. Makin g his way through the
supporting beams under the stands, he moved beneath the spot where Thornbuckle sat talking to ol' lady Strickland.
"Oh, I'm so sorry to bring you out on such a cold night, Jim," she
said.
"That's quite all right," Thornbuckle said.
"I brought some coffee to keep us warm," she said. "Would you care
for some?"
"Yes, I believe I would, but surely you didn't bring me out here
to drink coffee," Thornbuckle said.
"No," she said as she looked out across the football field.
01' lady Strickland, as everybody who ever had her as a math teacher
called her, is a rather homely old maid and was well noted as the strictest teacher in the school system. She was a no-nonsense woman and had
been teaching math at Turnerville so long that half the parents and
teenagers in the small town had had her as a teacher. Bill couldn't
imagine what had brought her out to the football stadium at this time
of night.
"Well, what do you have to say?" Thornbuckle asked as he accepted
the steaming cup of coffee.
"It's rather a long story, and you probably will think I am crazy
before I am finished; but I can prove it. I swear I can."
"Well, you don't have to swear to anything yet, but let's hear it,"
Thornbuckle said.
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"As you know, our school has had some problems with some of our
students. Drugs and that sort of thing. When the school began its antidrug program and your police sniffer dogs began finding drugs in the
lockers and cars of some of the best stude,nts we have in school, Principal
McAllistar said he fould it hard to believe that such fine students were
involved with drugs. He said he would get to the bottom of the problem.
He believed that those students were falling under the influence of undesirables," Strickland said.
Bill remembered back to 1987 when many writers were reporting that
the influence of the "Moral Right" was on the decline because of all
of the scandals within religious organizations. The fact that the news
media were demanding higher and higher moral standards from public
figures should have told them otherwise. In 1988 the election of a preacher
as the President of the country showed everyone that the religious
influence was stronger than ever in America.
Since ' then campaigns for moral reform had swept the nation. High
schools were hit hard with anti-drinking, anti-drug and anti-sex programs.
However, Turnerville High was having trouble getting everybody under
COf\trol.
As she told her story, Bill heard ol' lady Strickland say that last
year the principal had a meeting with the coaches about the problem.
"I know that you are all just as concerned as I am about the problems
we are having here at Turnerville High," Principal McAllistar had said.
"Since the national 'Put Morals Back in Our Schools' program started
last year we have fallen behind other schools in clearing up our problems.
I think it is time to make a stronger drive to get drugs out of our
sctlool," he said.
"Yeah, it seems like the drug problem is getting worse here," football coach Yuvank said.
Bill remembered how upset Yuvank had gotten l a st season when he
lost a star half-back for two games when the kid was busted for possession
of marijuana.
"Well, I am here to propose that we beef up our program to clean up
our school," the principal said.
"How do you want to do that?" Coach Shaw asked.
"I think we need to aim at getting rid of the influences which are
bringing drugs into the schools. By clamping down on those students we
can stop the flow of drugs," McAllistar said.
"How 1 11 we find out for sure who they are?" Shaw asked.
"Well, we all know that the inner character of our students is shown
by their outward appearance. I think that time and time again those
students getting into the most trouble have been those who wear heavy
metal concert t-shirts and long hair. Besides, you all know who are
the biggest problem cases around here."
"We are going to have to take stronger measures against those students;
if they cannot learn to obey the rules then we will remove them from
our school system. We are no longer going to stand for their corrupting
influence," McAllistar said.
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According tool' lady Strickland's account, that all sounded good
to her and most of the other teachers. Bill recalled how the "Students
Against Drugs, Drinking and Sex," the SADDS students, had widened the
scope of their activities and began reporting any undesired activities
among the students or their families. There were some complaints of SADDS
students making false claims against students they didn't like, but
the complaints came only from the troublemakers and everybody believed
they were only trying to get out of trouble.
At first, a few of the problem cases began to straighten up and a
few more were expelled. But there were some who continued to resist
the standards of the community. Principal McAllistar grew more and more
upset about the drug problem. Troublemakers spent a lot of time in
afternoon D-hall, Saturday detention, and alternate campus detention.
Then a new form of punishment began.
One of the external classrooms, a large portable building, was divided
up into separate small cubicles in which the worst offenders spent their
detention time. Each student was taken out individually. No talking
was allowed so nobody ever knew for sure who was out there. The students
called it The Hole. Principal McAllistar personally oversaw The Hole.
A few weeks after that Turnerville High had its first runaway. Frank
Preston, a senior, had been what the teachers called an angry young man.
He was in a lot of fights, nobody knew where his father was and his mother
was an alcoholic. Everyone agreed it was no suprise that he had run away,
he was just that kind.
The Hole became so well used that the shop students began building
a sidewalk from the main building out to it so the students and teachers
didn't have to tramp through the mud during rainy days . They built it
a section at a time, Coach Yuvank, who was also the shop teacher, said,
so that the shop students could all take turns learning how to set up
the forms, lay the steel and mix and pour the concrete.
Several more kids ran a~ay from home that year, and it was always
the same. They were troublemakers, came from bad homes and were involved
with drugs. After about ten runaways, some of the students were saying
that the kids must have gotten too bummed out about being harassed at
school and having to spend so much time in The Hole.
Some angry parents went to a PTA meeting to ask Principal McAllistar
about the relationship between detention and the student runaways. They
also complained about excessive discipline measures at the school.
"As for the claims of excessive discipline in the school, " McAllistar
said at a meeting before the school board, "we are tired of these liberals
telling us that we have to let delinquents and drug pushers get away
with disrupting our school. Students will either conform to the school
rules and do the work required, or else they will pay the price. I say
to the parents who are complaining, 'Leave me alone and let me do my
job!'"
That summer, when school was out, there were three more runaways.
"But you know about the runaways in the summer don't you?" ol'
lady Strickland said to Thornbuckle. "You came up to the school to ask
Coach Shaw if he might know anything about them, didn't you? Wasn't
the coach up here overseeing the construction of the new school track
around the football field? "

"Yes, I talked to him up here. He could only tell me that they were
like the other runaways . They were misfits and unhappy kids," Thornbuckle said.
"Well, I think there is more t o it than that," she said. "I think
Principal McAllistar has gotten out of control and has done some horrible
things."
"Just what are you getting at, Miss Strickland?" Thornbuckle asked.
Nobody called her ol' lady to her face. She trained everybody well with
her yardstick.
''I think that he has become so obsessed with his idea of cleaning
up this school and getting rid of the riff-raff that he has begun doing
just that," she said.
"I still don't get you."
"Well, " she hesitated. "This is the part that will make you think
I am c~zy. Last year things only seemed a little strange. When the kids
disappeared during the summer I began to put some things together. I
have kept records this year and I can prove it now."
"Prove what, Miss Strickland?" Thornbuckle said with agitation in
his voice.
"I believe those missing kids are not runaways," she said.
"What happened to them then?"
"I believe they have been murdered," ol ' lady Strickland was almost
crying now, and Bill almost dropped his pencil.
"What!"
"Yes, and I believe Principal McAllistar is doing it," she said as
she burst into tears.
Bill dropped his pencil, looked up startled and waited to see if
Thornbuckle or Strickland had heard him . Apparently they didn't
because Thornbuckle went on talking.
"You can't be serious," Thornbuckle said.
"Oh . • . I wished I wasn't," she said between sobs .
"Can you prove this?"
"Yes."
"How?"
"I kept records of each new disjippearance this year. Each time a
child disappeared the following day a new slab of concrete was layed
at the school. That is where the bodies are, under the concrete," she
said.
"That's incredible," Thornbuckle said.
"I even went through the school files and I have copies of the shop
records and concrete truck receipts. Every time a student was reported
as having run away, the next day a slab was laid at the school," she
said.
Bill heard the rustling of papers as she got the evidence out and
gave it to Thornbuckle. There was a few minutes silence as he studied
them.
"Damn," he finally said. "This looks pretty bad. I guess we will
have to dig up a slab and see if this is true."
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"You mean you don't think I am crazy?" she asked.
"No ma'am. This looks convincing to me," he said. "Why don't you
wait here while I go call some of my men to come give us a hand ."
Thornbuckle went to his squad car and Bill heard him talking on
the radio. He returned and spoke tool' lady Strickland.
"It's going to take them a while to gather tools and get here. Then
it will take some time to dig up a slab. Why don't you wait with me in
the car and warm up," he said .
"That sounds good to me," she said.
Bill was freezing under the bleachers and getting warm sounded good
to him also. When they were in the squad car, he snuck out from under
the bleachers and went to warm up in his car while he waited for the
others to arr ive and start working.
His lack of sleep caught up to him as he waited for the others to
arrive; and before he knew it, it was dawn. He woke up to the sound
of machinery, and after remembering where he was he figured it was a
backhoe digging up a slab of concrete.
Looking towards the parking lot, he saw Thornbuckle's squad car had
been joined by a county sheriff's car. The rest of the scene at first
confused Bill's sleepy mind. Then he sat upright, wide awake with horror.
The sheriff and Thornbuckle stood in one of the classrooms with
Principal McAllistar and looked out the window as workmen and a concrete
truck poured a concrete slab foundation for the new football concession
stand.
A tow truck pulled out of the parking lot with ol' lady Strickland's
car and drove past the sign that was used to make school announcements.
The sign read "Bring Morals Back to Turnerville High."
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POPULAR SUPPORT
Van M. Scallan
GOD GRANT ME SERENITY
TO ACCEPT THE THINGS
I CANNOT CHANGE
COURAGE TO CHANGE
THE THINGS I CAN, AND
WISDOM TO KNOW THE DIFFERENCE
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Muhammed Hadris ran with all the strength he could squeeze from his
muscular body. His movements were quick and quiet, like a large cat.
He hung into the shadowy darkness ehe buildings cast over the boulevard.
He stopped for a moment to catch his breath, and leaped into the darkness
of a doorway. He gulped large quantities of the crisp, cool evening
air. It took all of his will power to keep panic from overtaking his
judgement and reasoning .
Muhammed said a silent prayer to himself, "Allah, the merciful and
the compassionate, thank you for the lights failing on Emperor Haile
Selassie Boulevard." The evening was dark and only the yellow glow of
lights from the apar tments, bars, ho tels and various small businesses
cast illumination along Emperor Haile Selassie Boulevard. Very careful
not to be seen, Muhammed glanced down the street in the direction from
which he had just come. He could see the platoon of Ethiopian soldiers
going into another bar . His escape would have been impossible if the
street lights along the boulevard had not failed . "It must be a sign
from Allah," thought Muhammed.
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As the las t so l dier, in his brown uniform, filed into the bar ,
Muhammed t ensed his muscles to spring and make his dash down the boulevard
for his next point of safety . He had used this tactic to evade the soldiers
sear c hi ng fo r him.
The Ethiopian sold i ers were searching ou t members of the " Eritrean
Liberat ion Fr ont" and t he " Eritrean Peopl es ' Liberation Front." Twenty
members ha d been a rr es t ed already tonight, and their bodies were in the
Asmara t own square a rranged in a ci r c l e, head first, towa r d a lar ge
s t a tue of the Empe r or . The punishment for the high crime of treason was
i nst ant death. Bu t of t en t he Ethiopian Army officers chose to inflict
torture on their ca pt ives . The torture could break down the stronges t
ma n a nd f or c e him t o r eveal all his secrets .
Muhammed had seen his father broken down and had seen him scream out
the name s of f riends and comrades. It had been only six months ago that
t he pol i ce ha d come to their home to arrest his father. They had beaten
his mo the r a nd mo l es t ed his sister. He had been taken with his father
t o prison s o he could observe and learn from t he experience . He had seen
t he e l e ctric shock, the beatings, needles placed under the fingernails
and under the t oenails. He had been forced to watch each step of the
ordeal tha t his father had been undergoing . His captors used drugs that
could induce ext reme pain , pain which would cause his father to scream
out i n t err or . But always the captors would pull back , j ust enough t o
keep their prisoner s alive . Muhammed was proud that his father would
no t tell t he soldiers anything, but he knew that his father could not
hold ou t fo r ever. He would break, sooner or later. The soldiers had only
been pl aying up to this point . The officers questioning his father often
talked to Muhammed and told him about the Americans that had come and
taught them how to interrogate and break down prisoners . They had so
many things left that they wanted to try on his father, they just hoped
that he could live long enough for them to try out some of the newer
things the American CIA men had taught them.
"But what can a man do, even a strong man, when they begin to rip
away the skin on the face, arms and back." This last stage of torture
was all that they wanted. Muhammed was released and warned that he could
end up the same as his father if he had any dealings with the rebels.
Muhammed knew he did not want to be captured; it would be better to get
shot down in the streets like his two brothers and his three uncles.
"That was the best way, don't let the soldiers get their hands on you . "
The last soldier had entered the bar down the street . It was time
for Muhammed to move and he sprang from the door- way with his legs pumping
the sidewalk. He kept his 5 ft. and 10 in . , 150-pound body in good
physical shape. But the fear and the long run had about worn him down.
His curly black hair was wet from sweat, and the sweat dripped off his
dark skin. He knew he would have to stop soon and rest. He also knew
it was quite possible he could run into another patrol since he was
within a few blocks of the U.S. Army Security Post of Kagnew Station .
So he had to stop and collect his thoughts, while he rested.
Wi thin a block of Kagnew Station, Muhammed found an alley to dart
into and a pile of rubbage to hide behind. He sat down exhausted on the
concre t e a lley- way between two buildings. After a few moments Muhammed
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started having black, heavy thoughts, "This damn alley the Italians built
when they occupied us for fifty years. Now this alley gives me some
security. I run toward the American army post of Kagnew Station, and
the Americans gave my country of Eritrea to the Ethiopians. The Americans
reject our cries of help and continue to s~pport the Emperor and his
armies as they butcher us like cattle. Just damn the Americans, damn
them! May Allah curse them and strike them down for all the hurt and
pain they've created in this world and especially to my people."
Muhammed was getting his breath now and getting the rest that he
needed so badly. He kept going over in his mind the events that had
occurred in his country to bring him to this situation. His country of
Eritrea, with Asmara as the capital, was beautiful. The country had
farms, ranches, and dairies. They had also been responsible for keeping
the Arabian horse breed alive. They had done so much for thousands of
years. But the Emperor, Haile Selassie, had requested that the United
States give him the country of Eritrea so that he would have access to
the Red Sea. The United States of America is quite famous for giving
away things that they do not own. They gave the Emperor the small country.
The Emperor came with his soldiers and they began to kill. They shot
down families, and took the farms and the ranches. The land was given
to the Ethiopian army officers. The people were driven off the land and
hunted down like wild animals. The capital city of Asmara was taken over
and the Eritrean way of life was destroyed. The Emperor made laws and
decrees which forbid the Eritreans from being educated, holding public
offices, serving in the military or holding any job other than a manual
labor position. The American politicians helped the Emperor establish
his reign of terror. They supplied him with the weapons and the training
to hunt and kill the people that stood in his way . The Eritreans were
forbidden to own property or to run businesses. More and more Eritrean
young women were being driven into prostitution by the Ethiopian army.
All these things the Americans knew of and approved . The Eritrean people
had gone to the American military and to the American government many
times begging for help. But they were turned away. The Eritreans had
nothing that the American politicians wanted or could use .
Muhammed thought, "Damn the filthy Americans! Damn them and their
stinking politicians and their sick society." Muhammed's mind became
a rush of pent-up emotions and fears' that he had suppressed for his
28 years of life. Thoughts rolled out like a tidal wave. The fear and
the hate unleashed a mental explosion of images and feelings that had
laid dormant for over a quarter of a century . The mental explosion was
transferred into facial contortions as his lips curved into a snarl .
Muhammed stood at the gates of madness in his mind and was only inches
from going over into the black void.
He remembered his sister, Geday, and how she had been abducted by
the Saudi Arabians in the last great slave raid that Saudi Arabia had
made on the coast of Africa in 1965 . He and his sister were visiting
with their grandparents when the Arabs struck the little village at
night . The Arabs burned, raped , and hacked people down with their razor
sharp swor ds. The Arabs took only young girls and the lit t le boys.
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EQUIPOISE
Meredith Madsen
In the city of Metsa, the greatest port of its time, lived a woman,
wise beyond her world. Her name was Sabina, and in her fingers lay the
talent of weaving. Everyday she sat before her wooden loom twisting the
colors of her fine wool into patterns and shapes, her long, limber
fingers reaching with ease to pull the threads in, then out around the
loom. She sat beneath the western window, and from it Sabina could see
the spirited ocean waves that fed her soul, hear the calling of the shipmates as they prepared to set out upon the waters.
When the crew would call to lift anchor, she would rise, draw back
the curtain, and press her face against the glass to watch. Her face
would grow rich with a sublime warmth, its flawless ivory skin as clear
as the pane before it, shining, as she saw the men and the sea she worshipped. She would unlatch the window, and stretch her body into its
frame to allow the salty wet air to pour itself over her hands and torso
and into her long brown tresses. Closing her eyes she would wait for
the sound, listening all the while to the movement of the waves, the
talk of the men. As the ship pulled away from the shore into full sail,
its boards, dry and small from the wind and land, would begin to pop
and hum a long stretching sound as if they themselves were uttering a
deep "aahh" at being back at sea .
"They are changed now," she would say, and quietly return to her loom
or spinning wheel.
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The Arabs still liked very young boys and girls for their sexual partners. All others were put to the sword. Muhammed had been wounded in
the carnage and left for dead. It seemed to Muhammed that he and his
people had always paid the price for just wanting to be left alone
and live in peace.
As the parade of life flashed across his mind, his face took on
greater depths of wildness and madness. He knew the soldiers looking
for him and his comrades were in the small bars slapping around the
Eritrean girls who worked there, smashing hands and faces with their
rifle butts. Any Eritrean men caught inside the bars would be beaten
senseless, tortured and maybe shot. The young pretty girls would be
sexually assaulted and their noses split with a sharp knife to ruin
their appearance forever; it was another good trick the CIA men from
America had taught the Ethiopians. All this was done because he and
his friends refused to lay down and accept this yoke of slavery.
Muha~ed screamed, "Allah the Great, let me avenge for all the wrongs
done to my people; let me make those suffer who have caused us to suffer
so much; let me inflict pain equal to what we have received! Help me
in this, 0 Lord! Help me! Help me!"
• Muhammed dashed into the street and a steady rain of bullets tore
through his body. He was still on his feet as the black cloud of death
dimmed his vision. But he could see an Ethiopian army major and an
American standing in front of him. The Ethiopian major raised his Americanmade 9mm automatic pistol and skillfully sqeezed off four rounds in rapid
sequence. The copper-coated lead slugs tore through Muhammed's forehead and face. The finishing touch for turning this handsome, intelligent, and energetic young man into a lump of bloody, formless carrion.
' The American, Buck Sergeant Stanley Dixson, took a step closer to
the Ethiopian major and said, "Major Ibrahim, I was sure he was the one
you all were looking for tonight. When I saw him duck into the alley
I called you right away from the guard shack at the main gate of Kagnew
Station. Boy, I'm sure glad you got that sucker. We need to kill all
these damn communists, every stinking one of them."
Major Ibrahim smiled and said, "Again I thank you, Sergeant Dixson,
for your help. I think my government may desire to award you a medal
of merit for your assistance. With .the popular support of you Americans
and the foreign aid your country gives us, such as this fine automatic
pistol, we will be able to put a stop to this communist rabble once and
for all. Together we will put a stop to the communist take-over in
Africa."
Sergeant Dixson replied, "Yes sir, I'm mighty glad to help! These
communists have got to be stopped before they take over the world."
Major Ibrahim placed his pistol back into the shiny black holster.
His black boots gleamed. He looked down at the solid gold Rolex watch
on his wrist that American aid money had also produced. He bowed
slightly to Sergeant Dixson and began to give orders to his men. All
the while a growing group of Eritreans watched.
Through the olive trees of Eritrea a sound carries with the wind,
"Damn the Americans, damn them!"
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During a long voyage of the men, her belly, now fully rounded gave
forth into this world two sons which she named Asa and Antonio. Every
day she would wait for the return of her husband, her sons wrapped in
colorful woolen blankets laid in baskets at her feet. She would look
down into their eyes, one with her blue, the other her husband's deep
brown, and pray for knowledge to guide them to be good men.
"Let them know the sound of the sea in their soul, be cool to the
eye of perdition, and find no need to prowl the world in search for peace."
Upon the return of her husband, she instructed him to build two chests,
each two feet in length, identical in grain of wood and ornament. Into
the chests she placed a lining of a deep red wool, embroidering the
names Asa and Antonio boldly in bla ck using her finest script.
For most of the young boys' lives, the chests lay closed and hidden
under their mother's bed; in fact, they were not aware of her evening
ritual of opening them after she had put them down to rest. Each night
she would open the chests to finger the objects she deemed necessary
for her sons' salvation. When her fingers and mind grew tired, she would
close the lids, and slide them deep under her bed and into her heart.
It is seemly, now, to speak of the sons. The first born, Asa, the
blue-eyed reflection of his mother, was like her in spirit, watching
the movements of the sea with the vision of a priest, able in its rhythm
to understand the mysteries of the soul . He was loath to leave her presence
or travel her waters; indeed, he did f eel in his entrails, in every
organ of his being a fear of being separated from this place and the
ocean's mellifluous song.
The second son, Antonio, the brown-eyed mirror of his father, was
a sullen and anomalous child. He was not mesmerized by the ocean's
view as far as the eye could see, but certain that the greatest promise
of the sea was on unseen ground, far away, on which its waters spilled.
One day upon entering their small home, the sons found their mother
seated solemnly behind their eating table, her eyes down, hands folded
in a ball of quiet composure in her l a p. Two chests, closed and symmetrically placed, were on the table. She instructed them to sit and,
once done, slid the chest directly toward them. No sound did she utter;
no fear was present on her face, but her now-gray head bobbed up and
down with small tremors giving the only evidence of her fear. The
young men could not have seen the worry had she worn it; for they,
with glitter-eyed amazement, could only see the magnificent dark brown
chests before them, and with pleasure and anticipation looked to each
other for conformation.
"Open them--These are your heritage and will indemnify your future."
Antonio's hands, quick and agile, unlatched and drew up the lid to
reveal his past. As he looked inside, his heart fell at his empty pirate
treasure. For inside were small pieces of cloth, which he himself had
seen his mother weave, now cut into neat squares, trimmed in brilliant
threads to prevent fraying, and each containing two small initials belonging to his mother. There were many of them--brown with orange thread,
black with white thread, blue cloths and gold cloths. Antonio scrambled
his fingers through them to reach an end, tossing them this way and
that, certain that underneath them lay his future.
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Reaching the bottom of the chest, he found two small vials which he
snapped open. One, amber in color, held the sand from beside the sea
which Antonio in his distaste poured out upon the wooden table; the
other, blue, held the salty water itself • .
Antonio looked into the eyes of his mother,
"This is the legacy you leave to me? What are these paltry bits of
cloth worth to me? I despise the sameness of routine of this place, of
you sitting weaving night and day, and want no embroidered reminder of
it. I will leave here tomorrow without my legacy to sail the sea in search
of my own. There is more than the view from this window--new and different
worlds; and I Antonio, along with my father before me, shall see them."
He slid the empty chest under his arm to go into the world to fill
it.

Sabina sat perfectly still--her duty done. She could not help the
powers of the sea; it was, as she had already learned, greater than she.
For a ' long time, they did not speak. Finally Asa rose, began to gather
all of the pieces of cloth his brother had thrown away and placed them
on the table. His mother smiled. Asa lifted up a piece of cloth and
rubbed its soft brown color against her cheek.
She answered him by saying, "It is your time now."
Asa opened his box and, with a sigh, let out all the air he held.
Exotic cloths, silver-threaded embroidery of dragons and slant-eyed
women stared up at him. Asa touched them and felt a cool texture softer
than any he had ever known. There were many cloths, silky, sheer, and
trimmed in fringe. Asa placed them on the table.Beneath them were coins
from many lands, irregularly shaped bits of gold and silver. Moving them
aside, he found a small box, opened it, and discovered a compass scratched
and weathered, but still able to point his father home.
Asa looked into the eyes of his mother, "Why do you give to one son
the riches of the world when he does not have want of it, and to the
other the toils of your labor when he does not appreciate it?"
Sabina thought for a while. And with a smile finally answered,
"Equipoise is the art of life; it is this gift, not cloth or coins, that
I give my sons."
Asa, the compass in hand, nodded to his mother and said, "Someday,
maybe soon," and placed the compass •deep inside his pocket.
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LOCKED OUT
Locked in the depression
A time with little
food and large families
The poor got poorer
Dying from diseases or starvation
whichever came first
The 1930 ' s
A part of history never to be forgotten
A time to steal
A time to beg

High School

C;reative

Wiiting
test
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Locked in my depression
A time with little
hopes and no family
Without love or happiness
Longing to be accepted
The 1980's
A part of my life
Never to be forgotten
A time to dream
A time to die
Janell Deal
Sam Houston High School
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NEGLECT
There's a dirty old man
sitting on the bus bench
in the park where sparrows
'
pick meagerly for seeds.
A soiled plaid cap
with a hole in the side
rests drearily on his head,
and his ankles are deeply embedded in snow;
he shivers and moans
a~d his stomach growls from emptiness.
H~s teeth clatter like the castinets
shaken by the dancers
in peacock-colored costumes
and skirts that fan about
in the cafe on the corner,
where seduc~ive shadows dance on lusty faces,
warm wax dr~ps from glowing red candles
'
whispers drift across tables
covered with exotic dishes
of juicy meats and creamy sauces,
and fruity drinks meant to warm the soul
are refilled again and again ....
But in the park
the man on the bus bench
tugs his cap tighter over his ears
and stares hungrily at the sparrows.

Red as a bloody heart,
Hot as a burning coal,
The red planet Mars lights up the sky;
Men live there , but live apart .
In the ancient runes of a people of old .
Not many survive here . They drop and die.
But Earth, sweet Earth is burned like
That coal.
Even Mars is better than Earth,
A war which blew up their hearts.
jason dolson ....
Sam Houston High School

Paul W. Briley
R. L. Paschal High School
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CULTURE AMALGAMATION
In the summer of 1985, I feel like I matured in a very unique and
fast way from a jo~rney that I took into the Far East. I began my
journey from the Dallas/Ft. Worth airport on a plane to Se attle ,
Washington . From Washington, I boarded a plane which took me to my
first stop , which was the Tokyo airport in Japan.
In Japan is where my knowledge of the many differe nt cultures of
people began. As I ste ppe d off of the plane, the vi e w that I saw
astounded me. Plush gre ene ry was overly abundant. Everywhere that I
looked contained thick forest-lik e clusters of gree n trees, shrubs, and
long grass. The second surprise was the fact that everything around me
was absolutely immaculate and spotless. I have never s e en such a
large, clean city before. What further interested me was the fact that
many of the natives of Japan e ven wore gloves. As I looked around the
airport, I saw a variety of people from all over the world. There were
people from New Zealand with their white-red complexion dress e d in
their thick garbs of summer clothing. Then there were the nativ e
Japanese who surprisingly acted and dressed very similar to Americans
today. There were the Arabs, Moslems, Hindus, and Pakinstanians who
were dressed in their native costumes travelling home. The English
were surprisingly easy to pick out as they walked around the airport
with their traditionally classic clothing on and their heavy, loud
British accents. And then, of course , there were other diverse groups
of people scattered all over as minorities on their way home. The
mixture of different languages was unbelievable. Spoken were
everything from French, English, Japanese, Chinese, and Indian . The
cash registers at the nearby sales stands were busy ticking away as the
array of tourists bought up all the newest and most advanced types of
electronic and computerized gadgets. After all, that is what Japan is
known for , right?
From the Tokyo airport I flew another nine hours until I reached
the Bangkok airport in Thailand. Slightly frightened, as I stepped off
of the plane this time I was faced with the ugly faces of the native
Thais in their army green uniforms carrying machine guns. Naturally,
not being used to being greeted ~n this way, I was shocked. This, as I
found out later, is very common ~n Bangkok. Even in the the airport
there were these "warriors" scattered all over the place . The Bangkok
airport was even more interesting than the one in Japan in that there
were even more varieties of people, more dressing styles to study, and
more languages to hear being spoken. Basically the same mixture of
people were there , just more of them . The native Thais dress very much
like that of that of the Chinese woman in their fancy bright gowns of
silk and satin . I n this airport I noticed wilder looking natives that
looked actually like they ' d been up all night partying . I ' ve always
heard about Bangkok being a wild city that is known for their drug
dealing , prostitution , and black market operations. This seems to me
to be true . Scattered along the sides of the airport were many little
gift and souvenir shops, carrying everything from jewelry and food to
leather and clothes . Surprisingly everything was cheap , and I managed
to buy a Gucci purse for fifty dollars. Money from all over the world
was being accepted and exchanged. I used American cash combined with
traveller's c h ecks to obtain my purchases . After a three hour wait in
this colorfu l , busy , strange airport, I was finally on my way to my
final destination , India .
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Upon arriving at the New Delhi airport in India, I was very relieved. The complete trip had taken me thirty hours, and because of the
time change I was running a whole 24 hour day behind schedule . The
airport in New Delhi was a mess . It was loud, dirty, and crowded . A
complete chaos. I managed to get through the front desk where a Seikh
stamps your Passport and Visa and checks your baggage tags. After this
ordeal , you are expected to find your own cart to carry your own
luggage in after you find it, which is hard to do since hardly anyone
speaks English . I managed to meet a Briti sh lady and together we
finally found our luggage . Strangely enough, we both managed to
competely sneak around the customs desks where our baggage should have
been checked. This was almost impossible to do, and I found myself
wondering later on how we did manage to skip the long lines and pull
that one off . After a little boy almost tried to steal all ;of my
luggage by pretending that he was a baggage boy, I finally found my
Aunt and my cousin, Sweety. Luckily , I do have relatives who live in
India , because my fath e r was Indian, which makes me half Indian .
Anyway, after leaving the airport mess, I finally reached my other
cousin ' s apratment whe re I slept for two days before beginning my real
adventure .
Upon r e aching my major part of this essay , my new widespread
k nowledge of different cultures compared to our traditional American
culture begins. I cannot begin to tell someone the extreme differences
irt basically everything that one notices while comparing another
country's (or rather another world's) culture with our own . The people
definite ly do not look, dress, speak, act, or believe like us in any
way . !Then we must also realize that India is on the totally opposite
In India, there are basically two classes of
side of the world.
people: the poor, and the wealthy. This is one of the main reasons .
that there is so much pressure put on students to get a good educat~on .
This is so the y can make something out of themselves and not be stuck
without intelligence to make a good career for themselves. Students
are also encouraged to move abroad in order to carry out their future
plans, since there is so much more opportunity available in the United
States for people with higher educations .
The first thing that I noticed about Indian people is that they
seem to be much more conservative than Americans . This is both with
money and with dressing styles . The Indian woman is usually expected
to wear clothes to cover herself, and not expose her body to the
p ublic. Girls are not always allowed to date either and arranged
marriage is still traditional for many families . With India's growing
modern ways, though, dating is becoming more common, and love marriages
are more frequent.
some other changes that I noticed about the Indian people were
India is basically not a very
that they don't mind crowds at all.
clean place and it seems that everywhere that you go there are many,
many people: Like any place else , though, it ~epends on what part of
India you visit . When I visited small towns , ~t was not at all
uncommon for a beggar to come up to you and a~k f~r money or fo~d. In
la r g e r cities , New Delhi for example, everyth~ng ~s more modern~zed and
much nicer .
Indian food
our food and Indian food have very different tastes.
is fo r the most part spicy . They eat a lot of p~tatoes, vegeta~les,
chicken , and flour - like breads . I pe r sonally enJOY most of the~r food
and d i dn ' t really miss American food th a t much . They do have fas t f oo d
in Ind i a , but i t doe s not taste the sa~e at all . The r esta~ r a n ~ s a r e
a v e rage depending on where you go aga~n . The hotels are n~ce ~ n New
Del h i , ~nd actually very elaborate with thei r use of marble , both bla ck
a nd white .
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A DREAM
In India, cows are considered sacred animals, and usually they are
not to be killed. There is no drinking age and dinner parties,
informal, are quite common for all ages.
As far as religion goes, there are many different beliefs just as
there are in America. Again, it depends on what part of India you
visit.
There is a big difference that I saw between family life in India
and here in America. Children are much more sheltered in India, and
not considered adults until sometimes their middle twenties. The
children also have more respect for their parents.
Of course there are many more differences between our culture and
the culture of the Far East. The ones that I have listed seem to be
the most extreme . One thing that I did succeed to notice was the fact
that the general population in India greatly looks up to the United
States and the "modern world". We seem to be their idols , but then
there are always the traditional Indians that love their own way of
life . Overall, I enjoyed my trip very much , and learned more than I
ever dreamed I'd learn. Travel is a great way to expose yourself to
different cultures and living styles of people all around the world.
All I can say is that I felt as if I was in a totally different world.
It was a truly wonderful experience.

Tar a Le e Mehta
R. L . Pa s cha l High Schoo l

·.

A boy and a dog. They stood there, both of them,
watching the world pass by. There is a special bond between
these two: one that only exists between best friends; one
that has no malice , no jealously, no envious characteristics.
This bond, love , carries them together , always . Two
animals, though fully tamed by the world (a cruel world it
is); side by side with no thoughts about species or race.
None. A simple relationship yet so complex . The amazing
element between them is, though one is technically more
intelligent, they are both all-knowing in their love.
"Corny," you say? Laugh if you will. The truth is it
cannot exist between just anybody or anything. It's a gift
from above; it is the Father himself who originated this
purity.

,,

Maybe it is not a boy and his dog; maybe it's a boy and
his mother or father or brother or sister. Maybe it
is a special friend of his: it has to be! Maybe it is a
girl. Does it really matter? Are we all too "wise and
intelligent" to share something so pure and simple? Is it
not foolery instead of intelligence? I believe it is. We
are all fools in our stupidity.
This boy and his friend.
They watch and wonder. This
continues on and on, yet they never tire of it. When will
everyone else be able to set aside their "position" in life
and fall into place where they belong? How long? Forever,
of course. This is an awfully long time, but also consider
the multitudes that are included in "everyone." Yet these
two sit and watch and wait . Contentment. No stress. No
anxiety . The pure joy of life.
Can you imagine the joy of sharing such a relationship?
To know the richness of God ' s love in its
ENTIRETY.
Entirely up to you .
It is.
Imagine going into seclusion
for a length of time all by yo urself. Yet you are not alone
except in the physical sense. Such a oneness would far
exceed the pleasure of even the largest of human pleasures.
To go beyond human qualities. T~ have no paranoia or
prejudices . A life so full that it would know no emptiness.
E PLURIBUS UNUM .
One out of many ••.
A dream ... Won ' t you share it?

M. Tobey Hay es
Trinity High School
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FREEDOM:OUR MOST PRECIOUS HERITAGE
In life freedom is a word not only to live by, but die
by too. People of all races speak upon freedom as liberty,
and liberty as freedom, and freedom as America. Yet 1 to
many that live in America today, freedom and liberty stand
alone in one meaning--for they stand for one purpose.
Freedom, liberty, freedom, liberty.

What does it mean?

America will prosper as long as liberty prospers, and
liberty will prosper as long as America prospers, it's all
one in the same.
Foreign cultures gasp at that word, liberty.
Immigrants come here still today to seek a new chance
at life, at liberty, at freedom.
As shown today, The Statue of Liberty is only a mere
symbol of our great liberty.

Liberty is America.
Freedom is America.
.
Ho~ing to find some kind of hope in this world today
1ncreas1ngly becomes harder and harder, as liberty begins to
show less and less. Yet, in the hearts of all who live in
the United States today know that freedom, liverty stands by
our name and holds true to everything we do or stand for.
Presidents George Washington, Lincoln, Roosevelt all
symbolize liberty today. They all knew then, what we all
try to understand today, and felt the intense emotion that
liberty had to bring.
It would then become our national
heritage to be free and allow others all these same rights.
Many men have died for that word, liberty.
them knowing just what it meant.

Each of

"Freedom." "This is why we came, and let's not forget
it," explains Mario Cuomo, Governor of New York. As Poet
Carolyn Forche states mildly, that freedom "Endures the heart
warmly."
Freedom is a state of being, it is now. As liberty
represents our past and our future well-being.
With this, I calmly hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men be created equal and born with certain
enalianable rights, and among these are life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness.
for.

America stands for all that liberty has to offer.

This is what liberty is, this is what liberty stands

Sculptor, Fredrick Bartholdi was a lover of that word,
that sound liberty. He only could hope that liberty in
America could bring some kind of unity in France itself.
So many today forget those who dreamed a dream and gave
us that dream, and forget what liberty really does stand
for.
That Star Spangled Banner.
That Bald Eagle that holds his head so high as he
glides over an open breeze.
Even Pearl Harbor, with the glow of life and touch of
freedom hovering over the exact spot where freedom was won
again.
Oh, give me a home where the buffalo roam.
Roam, free.
This home is America, and America is liberty.
Liberty is America.
And this is freedom.
"Our Most Precious Heritage."
William H. Grubbs
Lamar High School

Liberty represents freedom not only in the United
States alone, but moreso in foreign countries abroad.
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DELICATE IS THE POET ' S TONGUE

I

The rose, ope of nature ' s wonders, wine to sip for the
romantic eye. The rose should be presented by hand , yet given
by heart , soft and gentle, but able to draw blood . The rose ,
a gift I was not fortunate enough to acquire.
She was the image of the rose.
Her name I did not know.
Two delicate emerald eyes were precisely set on her pink
blushed complexion to create the tender soft image for which
Upon first sight she buried herself deeply withI knew her.
in my heart. We had never spoken, only exchanged meager smiles.
Today was the day, my day to dig into her heart and into
I would glide casually toward
her memory. My plan was simple .
her within speaking distance, then softly speak the words,
"When my eyes met this rose , I could think only of you." I
would lay the rose across the palm of her hand and glide off
into the sunset , leaving her absolutely motionless , unable to
speak .
The plan was magnificent , flawless, one of the greatest
romantic gestures of all time , Yet, still I lacked one vital
detail , I lacked a rose .
Tuesday morning , eating my Grape-nuts and wondering what
to do. My thoughts of devine romanticism were interrupted by
the blaring roar of Mr. Renfro ' s lawnmower. Mr . Renfro was my
next door neighbor , and every Tuesday morning at 7:35 a.m. he
would commence in the ceremonial butchering of his prized lawn .
A creature of habit . Because of Mr. Renfro ' s greenthumb obsession, he saw it fit that only barrier between our homes would
The " Natural barrier " did
be natural , like bushes and gardens.
little for sound reduction and the vibrating purr had a toe hold
I was left a non-thinking vegetable, unable
on my imagination.
to focus my thoughts on anything but Mr~ Renfro ' s thin black
socks , pulled above his skinny white calves , feet slipped into
red house shoes . My mind was temporarily freed of this ridiculous limbo by what seemed to be a glowing ember . Between the
holly bushes and the dogwood trees was a garden, Mr . Renfro ' s
garden. Beyon d the pansies and just to the right of the snap dragon were the irises, purple with yellow fuzzies on the petals.
Mr . Renfro had only six and each had a different name . My how
Theodore was looking exceptionally good this morning .
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Mr. Renfro must have caught on to my scheme b7cause I.noI qu1ckly sh1fted
ticed him staring at me staring at Theodore.
my eyes back to my bowl . The Grape - nuts had gathered at the
I ?-ttempted to occupy myse~f
top to look like a grape - nut pie.
to erase the terrible thoughts , but when I gazed upon sheers 1t
was at that moment that I realized my quest was to seek out the
blessed Theodore and give him to my awaiting queen, replacing
the romantic rose with the passionate purple iris .
I came up with a plan. The first part was a diversion tac tic , for this I needed outs i de help, so I went into the house
seeking my mighty dog , Muscles . Muscles was a bassett ho~d
who fo u nd it fit to sleep 'till twelve o ' clock , but on th1s
I opened the f r ont
special occasion Muscles would understand.
door and called his name . Beneath his baggy eyelids were two
bloodshot eyes which stared at me in disarray. I asked if he
wanted to go outside, but received the same "you must really
I took the forty - five pound sack of flab
want to die" look .
and fur and placed him in Mr . Renfro ' s front yard where he
remained in the state which I had awakened him . Muscles was
notorious for laying "Muscle Mines " on the neighborhood lawn~,
and I hoped Mr . Renfro would suspect this. Two and a half mln utes later Mrs . Renfro came rushing out to show her husband the
vile act taking place in their front yard . When all was clear
I dashed across the yard to the spot where Theodore stood . A
slight grin overcame my face as his nimble body gave way to t~e
I cut the splendid piece of art a~out s1x
col~ tempered steel .
i nches from the bloom taking care not to damage the del1cate
I dashed into the house and stared in awe at the blospetals .
som .
When the carpool arrived, I mistook the horn for a cardinal ' s song . Off to school . The entire way I rehearsed my romantic line and added some adjectives such as "cascaded" and
" luminating . "
"When my eyes f i rst cascaded upon this
luminating iris , I could think only of you"
I acknowledged myself as a great poet and romantic god.
I t seemed as if first period ended as quick l y as it star ted
and I had yet to see her lovely face . But during that hour I
was abl e to add to my sentence.
"when my eyes first cascaded upon this
luminating iris , mine thoughts traveled
no distance to greet one s u c h as you . "
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I repeated the sentence over and over for three hours still
with no sign of my love. During the passing period, between
fifth and sixth hour, I always passed her at the locker. My
moment of grandeur would soon arrive . For hours I was ridiculed
by my friends.
They would say, "Hey man, what the hell is that
flower for?" and I would reply, "For those whose minds are feeble and shallow, lacking the creative bud which blossoms into
joy, this is beyond your moral grasp, vet he whose mind can
stretch and expand will understand this chivalrous act of
passion." And once again I would acknowledge myself as
Homer or Suckling.
Fifth period creeped to its climatic end an9 I was
totally prepared, along with my poetically divine sentence.
"When my darkened pupils first cascaded
upon the luminating work of nature's art ,
my thoughts traveled no distance to greet
one so lovely and beautiful as you."

and I handed her what used to be an iris, but now looked more
like wet paper towels fastened to a pencil. The flower slapped into her hand like a saturated washcloth and cadaverously
hung from her palm. After examining the corpse for sometime
she raised her head and said, "Thank you, but I really don't
know what to say."
I couldn't help but stare, for she had trapped me with
her charm.
Feeling uneasy she thanked me again then turned
and walked down the hall with my lifeless flower dangling at
her side.
It was a triumph for romantic integrity.
did leave the girl speechless.
Michael Conn
R.L. Paschal High School

My trance was interrupted by what I thought was the
sound of pastel leaves rustling in the wind but it was in
fact a loud bell signifying the end of fifth. My moment
had arrived. The class looked like a herd of cattle funneling into the hall, I casually waited a second so I
wouldn't seem so anxious, then entered the tunnel of my
destiny. Books cradled under one arm, iris in hand, I
suddenly thought of Muscles. What happened to him? Did
mean old Mr. Renfro kick him again or did Mom go and save
him? Because of sudden switch of concentration I briefly
lost track of both direction and place and resorted to hopping up and down in desperate search for my love in the
crowded hall.
When I thought I saw her, the image just melted into
the crowd of reckless souls trying to reach class. I continued hopping with the hope of a glimpse when I heard a
light giggling to my left . There she was, delicate rosy
skin outlined by lush dusty brown hair. Amid her fair complexion was a pair of candy coated lips, slightly pouting,
magnifying the glitter of her Irish eyes. The princess was
walking beside me as I hopped down the hall like a mutant
rabbit.
I stopped, parted my lips and off my poetic tongue
rolled ...
"when my darkened muscles
this luminated iris I thought
of hair."
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TEARS OF HATE
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"Jenny," my name echoed through the room. As I looked
to the teacher at the front of the class, I saw the stunned
looks on everyone's face.
"Come here Jenny," Mrs. Pon demanded.
Slowly, I stood
and walked to the front of the room.
I was standing away from
th~ teacher's desk, as she reached out to grab my arm, I
fl1~ch~d.
~ don't know why.
I'd write "Jenny is a bad girl"
a m1ll1on t1mes not to have flinched, but I did. The teacher's
look of anger sent scalding tears speeding down my cheeks .
"What is wrong Jenny?"
I felt so inferior and small next to the grown adult .
"Go to the bathroom and wash your face," Mrs. Pon said.
I turned around and walked to the bathroom. The whole time I
could feel at least sixty eyes burning holes in my back.
I
splashed cool water on my face and reluctantly returned to the
classroom.
It was recess time.
"Why don't you just stay in here Jenny, and rest," and
the teacher went outside.
I sat down in my desk, all alone in the open school.
I
glanced to the other "rooms" and a feeling of total loneliness
and absolute isolation took over my insides. First, I felt a
t~ghtening in my.throat.
Then my chin began to wrinkle and my
l1ps be~an to.qu1ve~. As hard as I tried not to let it happen,
tears a1mless1ng sl1d down my face and formed amoeba figures
on my desk. Everyone ignored me the rest of the day.
The kids,
the office people and the teachers, everyone.
"Hello Jenny," I heard my mom say, "How was school?"
"Fine," a small voice emerged from my throat.
"Will you look after your sister while I take a bath?"
"Yes," I said.
I picked up the baby and held her.
"You • re
so perfect." The baby looked at me like I was a wall.
"You can
cry all night long and you are still perfect. But I'm not a
real child like you. Someday, I will pay Mom and Dad back for
all the money they spend on me and for the trouble I am. How
will I ever do it? Why was I born if my real mommy didn't want
me?" I felt my throat tightening again.
I put the baby in her
swing and went to wash my face.
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The next day was new and hopeful. I was in the cafeteria
by eight waiting with all the other children. At the other end
of the table there was a gir 1 dancing . around, screaming. Despite
her loudness, everyone seemed to be staring at me.
"I'm
just being silly," I thought to myself.
As the girl came closer, I heard the chant,
"Jenny was adopted, Jenny was adopted ... "
My heart melted deep into my stomach.
I said nothing.
I could feel my throat tightening and everything was getting
blurry. The water in my eyes blocked my vision. I walked,
head down and heart low, to class.
I)

"Were you really adopted?" a girl asked.
;Yes ," I said simply.
"No you weren't," another went on.
"Yes I was," I told her.

"Mrs. Pon, wasn't I adopted!"

Mrs. Pon replied, "Let's not talk about it Jenny."
.And she left me there, all alone with the taunting children.
As I turned to walk away a heavy, sharp object hit my back. I
turned around and all the kids were scattering.
I looked down
and saw the big, grey rock.
I could feel the blood trickling
down my back, clinging to my dress.
After recess, the teacher noticed my blood stained dress.
When she asked how it got there, the glares of the class wouldn't
let me say.
I failed all of my tests that day.
Mrs. Pon said to me,
"Jenny, there is no excuse for this. You cannot do this
poorly on the achievement tests. It reflects on me.
I am very
disappointed in you. You are just going to have to try harder."
I ran all the way home from school.
"Jenny, I need to talk with you," I heard Mom yell.
I walked into the kitchen where Mom was standing.
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"I had a conference with y our teacher today."
I sighed. Mom continued.
"Jenny, what are you doing up there? They thought you were
an abused childl Do you have any idea how emba rassing that was
for me?"
I felt my throat begin to tighten.
"Je nny Marl.· e .1

Ta lk t o me.'

Wh y ?

Why did they think that?

Come here!"
"What is this blood on the back of your dress?"
She pulled me over to her and a s she ripped off my dress I
could feel the scab come off too. My back bega n bleeding
again and Mom began to cry.
"Go to your room," she said.
Sitting on my bed, I began talking in sobs to my doll.
"I'm sooo b.ad'. In one d ay I ·made my teacher and my Mom look
bad .
I ru1.ned my dress and I failed my tests." I was choking
on my breath.
"Why do I cry all the time? I hate my self
for always crying. Where do all my tears come from? Some
day I'm gonna cry away all my tears and then I'll never cry
anymore.
I hate my tears. I hate my burning throat and
pouty lips all the time . I hate the m!"
I fell asleep naked except for my underpants and the
blood and t e ars that covered me, holding my doll.
Sometime later, I felt a cool hand rest on my cheek and
brush my matted hair a way from my face.
"I'm sorry baby," I heard Mom say. Softly she whispered,
"I love you and I don't like to see you unhappy. Why don't you
tell me about your day, and about your back."
As she rubbed medicine on my back, I bega n to tell her.
I told her about my day, my b a ck, and my life. And I shed the
last of my hateful tears .
Lyn Oliver
Sam Houston High School

THE NEW GUN
Grandpa opened his thermos and ppured himself a steaming
cup of coffee. Brian sat with his grandfather under a kind
oak tree. He rubbed his eyes, it was much too early.
The
wind whistled through the trees and rattled the sunflowers
like an alarm clock heralding the sun's awakening . Brian
pushed his hair out of his eyes and looked to his grandfather.
Grandpa sipped coffee slowly and methodically. He wore
a straw hat with a broad brim, and big, round spectacles.
Brian was closing in on thirteen years, and that day he
was alone for the first time with his grandfather. That
late September morning was his first dove hunt.
Brian balanced his new twenty gauge shotgun on his
knee . It was a gift from Grandpa. He held the stock to
his shoulder and looked down the barrel.
He pushed off
the safety lever and led an imaginary bird over the tops
of the sunflowers. The power of the loaded shotgun was
incredible. It claimed power over life and death; it held
great responsibility. His pride swelled as its power surged
through his body; through his hands; up his arms and tingling
his spine all the way up the back of his neck. It was beautiful and powerful; its feeling was electric .
, Steam rose from Grandpa's cup to disappear in his burly
white mustache. His deeply wrinkled face bared a look of
impeccable wisdom, not wisdom one learns, but an inner wisdom
that comes from experience.
"Anx ious, are you?" the old man said sipping from his
ceramic mug .
"Grandpa, I've never even shot my gun. When do you
think the doves will start flying into the field?" asked
the little boy.
"They'll start flying in over the fenceline, up there,
and land in this field to eat sunflower seeds."
"How do you know where they're gonna come from?" said
the little boy.
"You see, there ' s a road up there past the fence,"
Grandpa put his coffee down and looked at Brian, "a gravel
road. The birds, they fill their craws up with gravel."
"What's a craw?" Brian interrupted.
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"Oh, it's like a stomach, I suppose,
first starts to digest its food. Anyway,
gravel to grind the seed down into little
can digest it. Before they eat they pick
off the road on the way."

it"s where a dove
they fill up with
pieces so they
up a little gravel

Brian held his shotgun up to his shoulder, "Well I'm
gonna shoot the craw right off the first dove I see."
"Calm down, you'll have plenty of time to shoot your
gun later, just please wait until a bird flies by," Grandpa
chuckled.
"Don't worry Grandpa, I know what I' doing; I'm already
twelve, nearly a teenager; I'm a young man," he said defiantly.
"Okay, young man, just remember that a gun demands
a lot of responsibility," Grandpa was through talking; he
returned to his coffee.
"THIS," said the little boy, pushing the stock up to
his shoulder, "is what it ta.kes to be a man."
"A gun, you think a gun makes you a man?
a lot to learn."

You do have

Grandpa was getting angry, his face turned red; his
veins bulged out of his forehead, and his eyes squinted
behind his spectacles. Brian started to say something,
but his grandfather cut him off.
"A man is responsible for himself, he can stand alone,
he's independent , boy. A true man makes his own decisions."
He poured another cup of coffee from his thermos and looked
away into the sunrise. That was the end of the conversation.
The air was dry and dusty; the brown leaves waited
patiently to crinkle and fall off for winter.
The lonely
sun had climbed above the hillside when shotguns boomed
in the distance.
The wind came and rattled the leaves,
the crickets chirped in the sunflowers, and the cry of doves
was heard over the hillside.
"Get ready, Brian, they'll be coming on the left, stay
low until they're right above us," whispered the old man,
"and keep your head down."
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Without saying a word the boy knelt down, this was
his time to prove himself. Two frightened little birds
darted quickly over the hill. They flew in spurts, bobbing
up and down, tiny wings flapping furiously. As they came
close, the sad shrill of the birds rang in Brian's ears;
he couln't sit there waiting; he had to move--now. Brian
quickly jumped up and threw his gun up to his shoulder.
He pulled the trigger. Nothing. The safety was on. He
pushed off the lever, revealing a bright red dot. The doves
had seen him and were veering away. Brian shot and the
gun erupted, the sound echoed in his ears, and the gun kicked
back hard against his shoulder. Smoke lingered in the air
and Brian sat; his grandfather chuckled slightly and returned
to his coffee.
The £mell of coffee and gun powder made Brian's nose
flare.
It was funny, he knew, jumping early and shooting
wildly, but his self-disgust kept him from laughing.
' "Next time you'll get it, just wait for me to shoot
first, take your time, and lead your target."
Brian sat embarrassed, "I'm sorry, I just couldn't wait."
"Don't worry, you'll learn, just relax, you want some
coffee?" said his grandfather taking another sip.
· Brian remembered how coffee always burned the end of
his tongue, "No thanks, ·I'm jumpy enough already."
The sun climbed higher, and got hotter as it rose.
The wind had stopped, and the stillness hung in the air.
Brian could hear only the faint ring from his earlier shotgun
blast. All was quiet, the eerie quiet that you wait to
go away; the kind of quiet that seems to slow time itself.
The sunflowers stood motionless,. drooping under the morning
sun. Brian pushed the hair out of his eyes. The crickets
seemed to have died in the heat.
The sudden cry of a lone dove broke the silence. Grandpa
gently touched Brian's arm and pointed to the bird. The
dove came low, ready to drop into the sunflower field.
Grandpa waited until the dove was right in front of him,
the red underbelly showed between each flap of its wing.
Grandpa stood quickly and Brian followed.
They stood side
by side and Brain noticed for the first time that he was
almost as tall as his grandfather. Brian waited until he
saw the bird down the end of the barrel; then he fired.
BOOM-BOOM. Almost at once, both guns fired.
The dove dropped
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his head, and as if suddenly falling asleep in flight it
plummeted into the sea of yellow sunflowers.
It had been
hit, but not quite as Brian had imagined it would happen.
It Nas a sudden stop; there were no glamorous last breath
of life; no feathers drifted in the wind; the bird just
fell to the ground.
"Go on out there and find it, brinq it back. then I'll
show you how to clean a bird. Go on, hurry up," said Grandpa .
Brian did as his grandfather told him and ran into
the sunflower field.
"I wonder who got him?" he thought "I think I fired
first, but did I hit it? I hope I did; my first bird, I
might've just killed my first bird."
•
The sun's glare beat down on Brian a s he entered the
thick of the field.
The golden sunflowers created a virtual
oven, the temperature rose several degrees. The dry ground
was cracked and it crumbled beneath his feet.
Bees buzzed
and flew from flower to flower.
The coarse stalks brushed
against his legs, but it didn't bother Brian, he wanted
only to find his bird. He walked up to the little dove
and cleared away the stalks to pick it up. It was lying
on its back, its wing was shattered, and tiny drops of blood
wet the earth. Brian stooped and picked up the little
bird. As he held it, it jerked wildly and flapped its good
wing. Brian laid his gun down and kneeled in the dirt.
He held it gently with both hands, like a small child would
hold a doll.
"Grandpa!

Tears swelled in his eyes as Brian grabbed the bird's
head.
Still holding the head, he let the body harig from
its neck. Brian closed his eyes, and gave the bird a violent
jerk. The wings gave a last flutter . as the headless grey
body fell hard to the ground. Brian tossed the head away
without looking. He picked up the body and walked away.
The dead bird bloodied his hand. Dirt and stray feathers
stuck to his hand and turned the drying blood to black.
Brian no longer liked to touch the bird, it wasn't soft
and delicate as it was before; now it was rough and dirty.
He realized' he was crying as he walked back and he wondered
what he would tell Grandpa. He decided hunting wasn't as
glorious as he had thought.
"Grandpa was right," he thought as he dried the tears
from his eyes, "a man makes a decision and stands by it.
A man takes responsibility; maybe I'm not quite ready for
the responsibility.
As Brian walked away from responsibility, he knew that
he was one step closer to it than before. Clouds covered
the midday sun.
"Soon," he thought, "it will rain, Grandpa
and I will pack up and leave, and the gun, my new twenty
gauge will slowly start to rust beneath the sunflowers."
Mason Hale
R.L: Paschal High School

It's still alive!" he yelled.

"Alive? Well, you'll have to kill it yourself. You
can do it, just hold on tight to its head and give it a
good jerk; that'll do it. Hurry up, boy, that bird's in
pain. Go on, that's a good boy."
The soft grey feathers stuck to Brian's sweaty hands.
Its warm body beat rhythmically and the bird quietly chirped.
The dove no longer wiggled in his hand, it laid in his hand
staring into Brian's eyes.
Its head bobbed nervously , and
it occasionally winked and chirped at intervals as though
it were pleading to him.
"Poor little bird, he thought, "now I wish it wasn't
me who shot you. Grandpa's right though, it's better to
get it over with now." Brian wished he had never gone hunting;
he wished he never had a shotgun.
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HONORABLE MENTION:

SHORT STORY
ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR •

John Giordano, "Lawn Boy Blues"
R. L. Paschal High School

HUGO R. NUE is currently an art major at Tarrant County
Junior College (South) in Fort Worth, Texas. He is a
native of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
and is currently living
in Arlington , Texas.
Presently, he is studying English
(Composition I) with William Holt.
Hugo admits that
doodling is a source of relaxation; therefore, illustrating
the contest entries was an honor and "just fun."

Jamal Khatib, "The Beautiful Horse"
Southwest High School
Jennifer House, "EL FUERTE"
R. L. Paschal High School
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HONORABLE MENTION:

Michael Conn, "Willard"
R. L. Paschal High School

POETRY

Stephanie L. Swiewert, "Just One of tho se Days"
Southwest High School
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Sam Houston High School
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for an excellent job.
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